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Abinitio is a word from the Latin language which means 'from the beginning'. Abinitio is a tool that is used for 
the extraction and loading of data. There are multiple file extensions that are used in Abinitio. These extensions 
include .mpc , .mp , .dml , .xfr , .dat and .mdc . Data processing helps in the removal of bugs which is a very 
beneficial feature of it. There are various different types of layouts that are supported by Abinitio. It supports 
the serial and parallel layout and also it does support a graph layout.

Read Best Abinitio Interview Questions for Experienced & Freshers 
Candidates.

We have listed below the very important interview questions that you may face as Abinitio Interview 
Questions. The interviewer will try their best to judge whether you are well equipped with appropriate 
knowledge and skills. So, it's your responsibility to ensure that you do the best from your side by preparing 
these Abinitio Interview Questions thoroughly. These Interview Questions are very helpful for the freshers & 
Experienced candidates. apart from this, you can also download below the Abinitio Interview Questions PDF
completely free.

Q1.  What do you know about Abinitio?

'Abinitio' is a word of Latin that is derived from 'ab' and 'initio' which in Latin means 'from' and 'beginning' 
respectively. So the word 'Abinitio' has its meaning as 'from the beginning'. It is a tool that is taken into used for 
extraction, transformation, and loading of data. It has its usage in data analysis and batch processing.

Q2.  How is the Partitioning With Key different from Round Robin Partition?

Difference between Partition With Key and Round Robin Partition

Partition With Key: Partition With Key is often also referred to as Hash Partition. This technology of 
partitioning is taken into use when keys are found to be diverse. If the key is available in very much volume 
then there is a chance of the existence of large data skew. The Hash Partition is comfortable for data processing 
in parallel.

Round Robin Partition: Round Robin Partition is the technology of partitioning where the data is evenly 
distributed on each destination of data partitions. The skew comes out to be zero when the number of partitions 
completely divides the number of records.
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Q3.  Mention some ways for improving performance of a graph.

There are lots of ways in order to improve the performance of a graph. It should be ensured that components are 
used in restrain amount in a specific phase. The optimum value of the highest Core values should be used in 
order to sort and join the component. Make sure that short components are used in a limited number. Try to use 
sorted join components in fewer numbers and try to replace these with the hash join or in-memory join if 
required and if it is possible. Make use of sorted joins if two inputs are large or else make use of hash join. Only 
those files which are required should restrict in sort and reformat and join components.

Q4.  Why is data processing considered beneficial?

There are a lot of benefits of data processing since the processing of data is very significant. Factors that users 
consider important for them can be kept separate by users. Deriving data from a completely unstructured format 
to various distinct structures helps in easily keeping up with the speed. Another good benefit of data processing 
is that it helps to eliminate bugs related to the data. These bugs could become a cause of problematic issues 
later. Due to these reasons, data processing is considered beneficial and so has a great range of application in 
different tasks.

Q5.  Mention some file extensions which are used in Abinitio.

The following are the file extensions that are used in Abinitio.

.mpc It is referred to as a custom component or sometimes as a program.

.mp It is responsible for storing the component of the graph or the graph.

.dml Scripting HTML language, written in DynaScript.

.xfr Code run by iProcess engines is contained in XFR files.

.dat File of.dat extension is generally available only to the application which created that file.

.mbc It refers to the components of the customer data set all the Dataset.

Q6.  What are the reasons for which business can trust the approach of data processing?

There are lots of reasons for which businesses can trust the approach of data processing. Processing simply is a 
process of converting the data into a useful form from a form that is useless. This is done with making no hard 
efforts. It will help businesses to use efforts on other tasks more effectively. Although the data size and the 
format of data also determine this. For performing this task, a series of operations which could either be manual 
or it could be automatic, is carried out. Users can easily obtain the data in different forms like that in tables and 
graphs. This is beneficial for businesses. Data can also be obtained in the form of images and vectors. Using 
data processing is a good choice for the business and with a simplified approach.
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Q7.  What are the differences between Informatica and Abinitio?

There is a common factor among Informatica and Abinitio that parallelism is supported by both. But the 
difference arises with the circle. Three kinds of parallelism are supported by Abinitio while only one type is 
supported by Informatica. Abinitio is supportive with Component parallelism, Pipeline parallelism and with 
Data parallelism. The other difference and the benefit of using Abinitio over Informatica are that it is very much 
more user-friendly as compared to Informatica. With Abinitio being supportive of different kinds of text files, it 
allows reading the single file with distinct infrastructures.

Q8.  What do you understand by Local lookup?

Local lookup file contains data records that can be settled in the main memory. It retrieves records way faster 
than it does in retrieving data from disk. For this, transform functions are used by Local lookup. You can use 
local lookup function before the lookup function call. You can use this if you have multiple lookup files and that 
is sorted on a specific key. This enables transform components in processing multiple files' data records more 
rapidly.

Q9.  In Abinitio, what types of parallelism are used?

There are following different types of parallelism that are used in Abinitio.

The first type of parallelism that is used is Component Parallelism. The component parallelism is used by 
a graph having many processes that are simultaneously executing on distinct data.
The second type is Data Parallelism. Data parallelism is used by a graph that functions with data that has 
been split into different parts. This graph does work on every segment respectively.
The third type of parallelism used in Abinitio is called Pipeline Parallelism. This type of parallelism is 
used by a graph that works with many components that are simultaneously executing on that same data.

Q10.  What do you understand by a Cartesian join?

We get a Cartesian join by joining each row of a table with each row of some other table. It could also be 
obtained on joining each row of one table to each row of it only. This happens generally in the case when there 
are matching join columns not specified.

Q11.  What does it mean by the term 'Sort Component'?
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Sort Component is responsible for the sorting of data in descending or ascending order. It does so as per the key 
that is specified. There are two parameters of Sort Component.

Key: Key is the parameter of sort component that helps to decide the collation order.
Max-core: Max-core is that perimeter of the sort component which controls the frequency of dumping of 
data to disk from memory.

Q12.  What is sandbox?

Sandbox is a set of graphs and associated files that have been saved in one single directory tree. This act as a 
group for navigating and version control. It also acts as a group for migration as well.

Q13.  What does de-partition mean in Abinitio?

De partition is done for the purpose of reading data from various multiple flows. De partition is also used for 
recombining data records from distinct flows. De partitioning is the opposite process of partitioning. Here, one 
flow of data is produced from many flows. Many de-partition componentwise accessible such as Merge and 
Interleave. Other de-partition component includes Concatenation and Gather.

Q14.  What do you know about partition and also tell us about partition components in 
Abinitio?

Partition is a part of a data set multifile which got divided into multiple sets for the next proceedings.

There are various kinds of partition components in Abinitio.

The first component is called 'Partition by Round-Robin'. With this component, data gets evenly divided 
and distributed over the output partition in chunks of the block size.
Another component is 'Partition by Range'. On the basis of a collection of ranges of partition and key, 
data can be evenly divided in the nodes.
The next component is known as 'Partition by Load Balance'. This component is responsible for strong 
load balancing.
Another one is 'Partition by Percentage'. Data is distributed such that output comes to be proportional to 
100's fraction.
'Partition by Key' involves grouping of data by a key. The 'Partition by Expression' involves the division 
of data as per DML expression.

Q15.  What are the functions of the Replicate and Dedup Component?

Replicate component of the work of combining the data records into single flow through inputs. It then also 
does the work of writing flow's copy to its every output ports. Dedup component is used for removing the 
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duplicate records.

Q16.  Tell us about the architecture of Abinitio.

The architecture of Abinitio contains many factors. The first one is called EME. EME is the abbreviation to the 
term 'Enterprise Meta- Environment'. The next one is known as Conduct-IT which is also very important. Its 
architecture also includes the Co-operating System. The next one is popularly known as GDE which is the 
abbreviated form for 'Graphical Development Environment’.

Q17.  What information is provided by .dbc file extension for connecting to the database?

The .dbc file extension gives the information to the GDE for connecting to the database. It provides the name of 
the database which needs to be corrected. It also provides a version number of that database. The .dbc extension 
also provides the computer's name where the database instance. Also, give the name of the server to which runs 
need to connect. Provided is also the server's name and the name of the database instance. The provider’s name 
is also provided by .dbc file extension.

Q18.  How can a graph be run infinitely?

A graph can be run infinitely by calling the .key graph file in the graph at the end script. The xyz.ksh file 
should be called if the graph is named days.mp, for example.

Q19.  What do you understand by Overflow Errors?

The overflow error is an error that occurs when the computer is not able to process the bulk data. Acres wild run 
of a calculation. If the bulky calculations exceed the range of memory that has been provided to them, the 
overflow errors are seen. Overflow errors also occur when a character that has a size larger than 8 bits are stored 
in that allocated memory.

Q20.  What are the various types of layout supported by Abinitio?

Abinitio supports different types of layouts. Some of them are

Serial and parallel layout.
Multi-file system.
Graph layout - This layout is supportive for serial and parallels out at the same time.
Component of a system of the graph which is capable of running a 4-way parallel system
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